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General discussion 

The research in this thesis presents an examination of the diagnostic accuracy and 
applicability of several point-of-care (POC) diagnostic tools for use in resource-
constrained settings (RCS). There were several sub-themes to the work. The first part 
describes the general challenges and bottlenecks in access to high quality diagnostic 
tests in resource-constrained settings (Chapter 2). The second part focuses on the 
selection, evaluation and implementation of POC diagnostic tools for infectious 
diseases (Chapter 3-9), and the third part on point-of-care diagnostic tools for 
monitoring disease progression and treatment side-effects (Chapter 10-12).

The thesis presents a framework for selecting, implementing and monitoring 
diagnostic tools. In general, there are six steps when it comes to selecting a 
diagnostic tool for use in a certain setting: 1) context analysis and need identification; 
2) the accuracy of the diagnostic tool of interest under ideal conditions, i.e. 
laboratory-based evaluations; 3) the accuracy of the diagnostic tool of interest at 
end-user level; 4) the choice of a test or diagnostic algorithm; 5) the challenges in 
the implementation of a diagnostic tool; and 6) the continued monitoring of the 
performance of diagnostic tool in routine use (Figure 1).

All of these steps should be considered when implementing diagnostic tools for 
routine use taking into account the context, and barriers within the setting. There 
are often multiple possibilities when it comes to diagnostic choices for diseases 
such as malaria or HIV; however, for diagnosis and monitoring of neglected 
diseases such as sleeping sickness, Chagas (i.e. test of cure), yellow fever, hepatitis 
E, brucellosis etc., options remain limited.

The chapters in this thesis describe diagnostic evaluations at one of the 6 steps 
(see above) depending on where the general knowledge for the diagnostic tool 
was at the time of conducting the study. For example, if no evaluation under 
ideal conditions of a diagnostic tool had taken place recently, an evaluation on its 
accuracy was carried out (e.g. Chapter 4, 5, 8). In contrast, if diagnostic accuracy 
evaluations had been carried out under ideal and field conditions, the challenges 
in routine implementation were examined (e.g. Chapter 6 and 10).

Diagnostic accuracy evaluations under ideal conditions 
Evaluations of diagnostic tests under ideal conditions show the maximum potential 
of a test when used by highly trained laboratory staff. For the diagnosis of some 
infectious diseases, evaluations are carried out by international stakeholders 
at regular intervals and results are made publicly available, e.g. WHO/FIND 
malaria product testing [1], with tests being evaluated for the process of WHO-
prequalification. 
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However, for many diseases or types of tests, such centralized evaluations are not 
conducted and independent evaluation data might be scarce, or incomplete. In 
these cases, such an evaluation is a first step during the selection process of a 
diagnostic test.

Five evaluations presented here belong in this category: the large evaluation of HIV 
diagnostic tests in the reference laboratory (Chapter 8), the two hepatitis C virus 
(HCV) rapid diagnostic tests (RDTs) evaluations (Chapters 4 and 5), the evaluations 
of the handheld creatinine analyser (Chapter 11) and of the thyroid-stimulating 
hormone (TSH) rapid test (Chapter 12). 

The wide scale evaluation of HIV diagnostic tests (Chapter 8) started in 2012. At 
that time most recent large evaluations by international stakeholders dated back 
to 2002 and 2004 [2, 3] and worrying reports on HIV misdiagnosis; i.e. false negative 
and positive HIV testing results had been published [4-7]. 

For Hepatitis C, the situation was similar: at the start of the two studies (Chapter 4 
and 5), the latest WHO evaluations and description of operational characteristics 
dated back to 2001 [8, 9]. 

The approach taken was to identify internationally recognized reference 
laboratories to conduct evaluations of the most promising RDTs for these two 

Steps on the selection of a diagnostic tool

Context analysis & need identification:  
e.g. high burden malaria context and need for malaria test for primary health posts; 

Considering: end-user, complexity of test, turnaround time, shelf life, storage conditions, price, approval for use by stakeholders 
(e.g. WHO pre-qualification),  approval for use in country

▼
Accuracy of the diagnostic test(s) of interest under ideal conditions 

e.g. evaluations at a reference laboratory

▼
Accuracy of the diagnostic test(s) of interest at end-user level

▼
Selection of a single diagnostic test or tests for use in a diagnostic algorithm

▼
Implementation of a diagnostic tool

▼
Continued monitoring of the performance of diagnostic tool in routine use

Figure 1. Steps on the selection, implementation and monitoring of a diagnostic tool.
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diseases. For HIV it was suspected that performance varied based on geographical 
locations, therefore samples were collected at 6 different sites in sub-Saharan 
Africa. For hepatitis C, it was decided to use pre-characterized panels of hepatitis C 
negative and positive sera including seroconversion panels, in order to have a first 
performance check on the diagnostic accuracy of these RDTs before deciding to 
conduct larger scale evaluations with sample collections in the target population. 
As the HCV prevalence is generally much lower than the HIV prevalence in sub-
Saharan Africa, sample collections with sufficient HCV positive samples would be 
expected to be logistically challenging. 

In the HIV evaluation it was found that all rapid tests except one (i.e. First Response, 
Premier Medical Cooperation, India) had good sensitivity (>99%) when evaluated 
at the reference laboratory. However, only one (i.e. Stat-Pak, Chembio, USA) of the 
8 RDTs evaluated showed a specificity higher than 98% across all study sites with 
lower bound of the 95% CI >98% in 5 of the 6 study sites, as recommended by 
WHO for individual RDTs to be integrated in the HIV testing algorithm [10]. For 
specificity the results of the recent evaluation of HIV tests by the WHO [11, 12] 
could not be repeated. In addition, this centralised and well standardised study 
allowed demonstrating that the geographical differences postulated from different 
studies were not due to methodological issues, but due to true variations across 
sites. Altogether, these data emphasise the need to properly assess HIV testing 
algorithms locally prior to wide scale implementation.

For Hepatitis C good general performance was found for the three HCV RDTs 
evaluated. However, caution needs to be given when RDTs are used in HCV/HIV-
co-infected patients, as the sensitivity of the RDTs tends to be lower (Chapter 5). 
These RDTs can now be brought to the next step of field evaluations, with a special 
attention to HIV-infected patients. 

Similarly, a TSH RDT (Chapter 12) and a handheld analyser for creatinine (Chapter 
11) were evaluated under ideal conditions to determine accuracy and potential in 
RCS to monitor side-effects of drugs for TB and HIV treatment.

The TSH-CHECK-1 RDT (Vedalab, France) identified all sera above the cut-off of TSH 
≥10 µIU/mL correctly, but lacked sufficient specificity. Due to the test’s excellent 
negative predictive value of 100%, it can be used as rule-out test for hypothyroidism 
but samples testing positive with the RDT would require confirmation using 
another method.

The handheld creatinine analyser (StatSensor Xpress, Nova Biomedical Cooperation, 
USA) showed acceptable to good results in terms of repeatability, inter-device 
reproducibility and between-run reproducibility over time using quality control 
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reagents. The analyser was found sufficiently accurate for detecting pathological 
values and can be used with a moderate risk of misclassification.

Overall, although these evaluations were not fully representative of the final use of 
the tests in the RCS, they were very informative to screen for possibly useful tests 
while flagging the potential limitations that will need to be addressed in future 
evaluations. 

Diagnostic accuracy evaluations under real-life conditions 
Once a diagnostic test has been pre-selected or selected for use, it is important 
to evaluate its performance under real-life conditions. This type of evaluations 
is influenced by the experience and training of the end-user, adherence to 
instructions in practice, and storage conditions of the test, amongst other factors. 
Two evaluations presented here can be classified in this category: the evaluations 
of malaria RDT (Chapter 3) and of HIV testing algorithms (Chapter 7) in field 
conditions.  

Since 2008, malaria tests have been evaluated by the WHO/FIND/CDC product 
testing [13]. The WHO Malaria Policy Advisory Committee has been using these 
results to guide procurement decision for UN agencies, i.e. a panel detection score 
of ≥75% at a parasite density of 200 p/µL is required to be eligible for procurement. 
From the end of 2017, in order to be eligible for UN procurement, the test also 
needs to be WHO pre-qualified [14]. 

The malaria RDT evaluated in Chapter 3 fulfilled these criteria when evaluated 
under ideal conditions. The performance under real-life conditions, in primary 
health care clinics, was generally lower than under ideal conditions, which is to be 
expected. However, a worrisome finding was that a number of infections with even 
moderate and high parasitaemia levels were missed by the RDT. 

Following the study, two approaches were chosen in order to improve identification 
of patients with possible malaria and a negative RDT at the two study sites. First, 
malaria microscopy was performed in addition to the RDT for all patients with 
danger signs (e.g. inability to sit or drink). Second, emphasis was placed on 
counselling of patients with a negative RDT to return to the clinic if symptoms 
remained or worsened in the coming days. The impact of these measures remains 
to be analysed and documented. It has been shown however that mortality is 
not increased when RDTs alone are used for malaria diagnosis, and patients are 
counselled to return to the clinic for re-testing if symptoms remain [15].

The evaluation of the performance of HIV diagnostic algorithms (Chapter 7) at 
6 HIV testing and counselling (HTC) sites in sub-Saharan Africa showed varying 
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diagnostic accuracy depending on the study site with an average misdiagnosis 
rate of 1%. This number is in line with WHO recommendations in achieving a 
positive predictive value of ≥99% [10]. However, in 2015, approximately 2.1 million 
people became newly infected with HIV globally [16]. Considering a misdiagnosis 
rate of 1%, this would translate to 21,000 misdiagnosed people in 2015 alone. 
Thus efforts must be made to reduce the misclassification rate further. Repeating 
HIV testing before initiating therapy is one step now being recommended by the 
WHO [10]; however in many settings it is not being routinely implemented. A viral 
load measurement could be another method to recognize misdiagnosed patients, 
but is currently only recommended after therapy has been started to ensure viral 
suppression [17]. A viral load measurement to confirm HIV infection before therapy 
initiation is unlikely to be recommended in the near future by the WHO, due to the 
high cost of a viral load test. However, as initiating people unnecessarily on anti-
retroviral therapy could overall be more costly, it may even prove cost-effective 
to confirm positive test results via a molecular test, and this possibility should be 
further explored. 

Both studies allowed further insight of the actual performance and limitations of 
the RDTs. End-users and policy makers used this knowledge to reassure themselves 
and patients where performance was good. When performance of the tests 
was suboptimal, the knowledge was used to counsel patients in more detail on 
the limitations of the diagnostic procedures in place. Furthermore, diagnostic 
procedures were adjusted to reach a better accuracy or at least discussions on 
altering the diagnostic approach took place.

Choice of a diagnostic test/algorithm 
Once the information on diagnostic accuracy in ideal and real-life conditions is 
available, the selection of a single test or a number of tests can be made. Besides 
the diagnostic accuracy, other factors such as shelf-life, cost, and registration 
in country need to be considered during this process. If tests need to be used 
consecutively in an algorithm, the modelling or simulation of various options can 
be a helpful exercise to identify the best performing algorithm in a certain setting, 
as was the case in the study presented in Chapter 9.

For this study,  the results of the wide scale evaluation of HIV RDTs (Chapter 8) 
was used to assess the performance of simulated algorithms (Chapter 9), based on 
the latest WHO recommendations for high and low HIV prevalence settings, which 
consist of a serial 2-RDT algorithm followed by a third test in certain instances [10]. 
Despite the limitations found in the performance of individual RDTs depending on 
the origin of the specimens, algorithms with good performance (sensitivity >99% 
and positive predictive value >99%) could be identified for each site. Although 
all sites providing specimens would be considered high HIV prevalence settings, 
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the algorithms recommended for low prevalence settings generally gave better 
positive predictive values than algorithms for high HIV prevalence settings, due to 
confirmation of positive results by three reactive RDTs instead of two. However, this 
comes at a slightly higher cost since more RDTs are used. 

Simulating algorithms with actual performance results from testing sites delivers 
more accurate information on the diagnostic accuracy of testing algorithms 
than the theoretical models developed by the WHO as they are solely based on 
sensitivity and specificity values but do not take into account possible shared false-
reactive results of some combinations of RDTs.

Challenges in the implementation of diagnostic tools 
Once a diagnostic test has been chosen for implementation, it is important to 
monitor the use of the test during the implementation phase, and also thereafter. 
This pilot phase can also help in refining the diagnostic strategy. This was the case 
here for the GeneXpert® MTB/RIF (Xpert, Cepheid, Sunnyvale, USA), an automated 
molecular test that allows for rapid, simultaneous detection of both Mycobacterium 
tuberculosis (MTB) and resistance to rifampicin, a key first-line anti-TB drug [18, 19]. 

Xpert was recommended for TB diagnosis by the WHO in 2011 [20] due to 
its accurate performance, and because it does not require the same level of 
infrastructure as other advanced TB diagnostics [21]. It is also recommended as an 
initial diagnostic test for all adults presumed to have TB if resources are available 
[22]. However, at the time of the study, there was limited information on the 
implementation challenges of Xpert at a large scale and on the diagnostic yield 
of different strategies incorporating Xpert either as first line test or as an add-on 
test after microscopy.

In our study carried out from April 2011 to December 2012, it was shown during 
the implementation phase in 33 projects across 18 countries (Chapter 6), if Xpert 
was used as an add-on test to microscopy it increased laboratory TB confirmation 
by 49.7%, and by 42.3% if it was used in place of microscopy. The main limitations 
encountered using Xpert were high rates of inconclusive results, regular instrument 
troubleshooting, maintenance, defective modules and staff experiences, of which 
all required substantial and continuous support. The implementation and running 
cost together with the complexity of the Xpert hamper further decentralization and 
more robust, simpler technologies which are well-adapted to RCS are still urgently 
needed. Furthermore, the Xpert MTB/RIF cartridge left some cases unidentified and  
it remains to be seen if the introduction of the more sensitive cartridge Xpert 
MTB/RIF Ultra [23] can lead to a further increased detection rate. 
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Continued monitoring of diagnostic tools in routine use 
Once a diagnostic tool is routinely implemented, it is important to monitor its 
performance and also to investigate when problems with a diagnostic test or device 
occur. This monitoring, which is normally done through post-market surveillance 
(PMS) in Western settings [24] is almost non-existent in RCS [25]. The importance of 
PMS has been recognized by the WHO as one of the measures to monitor IVDs. The 
PMS system of the WHO distinguishes between active (e.g. lot verification testing) 
and reactive (notification by users and evaluation of complaints, including adverse 
events) PMS for pre-qualified IVDs [26].  

Sharing experience and problems through data analysis and publication is another 
way to inform other users and put some pressure on manufacturers. This was the 
case with the Alere Pima CD4 analyser (Alere Technologies, Jena, Germany) where 
high error rates have been reported from end-users. Therefore, we performed an 
analysis of 39 sites where the device had been implemented (Chapter 10). We found 
an invalid testing rate of 13.1% across all sites. This not only led to an increased cost 
per patient caused by the need for a second cartridge to repeat the test, but also 
to decreased throughput, with the consequence of delaying patient-flow at the 
clinics. 

As CD4 results are still used widely as criteria to initiate anti-retroviral treatment [27], 
and it has been shown that the timely availability of results can improve linkage to 
care [28] and delay can result in significant loss to follow-up [29], it is important 
that timely testing is carried out. Therefore it was of crucial importance to address 
this high invalid testing rate with the manufacturer and users. Critical aspects such 
as training, monitoring, and troubleshooting, remain a key component for CD4 
POC testing.

Limitations of the studies
This thesis has a number of limitations. Some of the results presented in this thesis are 
specific to a certain type of context and cannot be generalized to larger populations. 
However, the results of some of the studies can help to improve the documentation 
on the selection and use of POC diagnostic tools with application in RCS. 

The use of routine data, instead of well-controlled study results, in some of these 
studies might imply some limitations in quality of the data, but this is also the 
strength of these publications, as they reflect use under real-life circumstances. 
Observational studies can be used where the implementation of a new tool 
is monitored with its operational constraints (Chapter 6 and 10) or where an 
intervention is compared to an existing situation (Chapter 6 and 3). Observational 
studies have the advantage of allowing for rapid implementation and retrospective 
data analysis, and of being less costly.   
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In fact, the studies carried out in this thesis were based on the most pressing gap at 
this moment in time, in order to make the most appropriate choice of a diagnostic 
test or monitor its use in a clinical setting. None of the diagnostic tools followed 
the entire sequence: i) accuracy under ideal conditions, ii) accuracy on site and iii) 
monitoring of implementation. The reasons were that either accuracy evaluations 
under ideal conditions had been carried out already by other actors [1, 19] or that 
most important at the time was to carry out an evaluation under ideal conditions, 
as no or very little accuracy data on the test of interest was available. Another 
reason not to carry out the complete sequence of evaluations was that the financial 
costs implied were unfeasibly high. 
 
Another limitation of the studies presented here is that the impact on the link 
between diagnosis, treatment initiation and clinical outcomes, was not examined. 
We know, for example, that the time to initiation of treatment of HIV patients can 
be shortened, and retention in care can be improved with a POC CD4 analyser [28]. 
Conversely, we know that empirical treatment is too often provided regardless of 
a negative diagnostic result at POC level limiting the clinical impact of diagnostic 
testing. For example some studies in Nepal, Brazil and South Africa, showed that 
high rates of TB smear negative individuals still received empiric treatment [30-33]. 
The same has been observed in patients with negative malaria tests [34]. 

Furthermore, no cost-effectiveness studies were carried out which are an important 
factor in the test selection process.

My role as leader of the Diagnostic Network of Médecins sans Frontières (MSF) may 
have influenced the topics examined in this thesis but to the best of my knowledge 
did not impact the data interpretation. The work division within MSF, made me 
focus on the main killer diseases (HIV and HCV, malaria and TB) and their treatment 
side-effects. I did not make funding decisions, but applied for funding and was 
involved in the study design of most studies presented here. My role also included 
providing technical assistance and feedback to MSF to guide them in the selection 
of diagnostic tests and implementation strategies in their routine programmes.

Recommendations for future research
Research and development of diagnostics has been underfunded compared to 
drug and vaccine development. Despite the pressing need for new diagnostics, 
and the obvious advantages of developing effective diagnostic tools, current 
funding levels for research and development of new diagnostics are insufficient 
to meet the needs of many neglected diseases [35]. This problem is most acute in 
RCS in particular, as the lack of accessible and affordable diagnostic tests has led 
to a syndromic patient management approach with presumptive treatment [36].
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Over the last decade some advances have been made in the development of 
POC diagnostics designed particularly for use in RCS. The availability of simplified 
molecular analysers such as the Xpert system or the Alere q analyser (Alere, 
Germany) are major milestones in making molecular tests accessible in RCS. 
During the Ebola crisis in West-Africa which started in 2013, a number of diagnostic 
tests for Ebola were developed and seven products received WHO pre-approval 
for emergency use in a timely manner [37]. However, many disease areas are still 
underserved, such as non-malarial febrile illnesses which are responsible for much 
of the burden of preventable childhood mortality in low-income countries [34, 38-
42]. Progress in this field is hampered by a lack of knowledge about the prevalence 
and distribution of the pathogens involved and a dearth of POC diagnostics and 
screening programmes to identify them, preventing effective management of 
these generally treatable conditions [43]. It appears to be a vicious circle since the 
lack of diagnostic tests prevents more insight and knowledge on disease burden 
which in turn prevents the development of adequate tests. However, first efforts 
in the development of POC assays for the diagnosis of non-malarial diseases have 
been made [44, 45]. Besides tests for diagnosing diseases, POC tools must be 
developed to detect drug resistance [46-49].

Simplification of ELISA assays into RDTs is one of the options when the antigen 
or antibodies are being detected. Unfortunately, for some diseases ELISA assays 
or RDTs do not reach sufficient accuracy for routine use. Thus adaption and 
development of other technologies, to widen the diagnostic spectrum, are urgently 
needed. The expansion and simplification of molecular technologies [50] and of 
new technologies, such as microfluidics or nanotechnologies [51-53] are promising 
advances which could work in the area of disease diagnosis, treatment monitoring 
including drug resistance, surveillance, and when being used in elimination efforts.

Besides the development of new diagnostics, another crucial point is the evaluation 
of new diagnostic tools and the continued monitoring of their performance. The 
WHO pre-qualification for diagnostics programme pre-qualifies diagnostic tools for 
use in UN member states, and also performs PMS by collecting and investigating 
claims from users. As part of the pre-qualification process, tests are evaluated and 
the quality of the manufacturing process is assessed. Diagnostics have been WHO 
pre-qualified mainly in the areas of HIV, malaria, tuberculosis, hepatitis B and C [54], 
but many diseases, such as sexually transmitted infections or neglected diseases, 
e.g. Chagas, Kala Azar, sleeping sickness, have not been part of the PQ-process, 
with the exception of pre-qualification of one combo test for HIV and syphilis [54]. 
Expansion of the portfolio is thus urgently needed in order to guide procurers and 
policy makers. Furthermore, the pre-qualification programme has not yet pre-
qualified a true POC test for hepatitis B and C, since only complex tests, such as 
ELISAs, have been pre-qualified (until August 2016). 
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Furthermore, stepwise selection of a diagnostic tool considering the test 
characteristics, availability and cost should be better guided. Some efforts for 
certain diagnostic areas have been made by UNITAID, MSF and WHO with FIND [1, 
55-59] but for other disease areas, outside HIV, TB and malaria, hardly any up-to-
date guiding documentation is available [60]. 

In order to compare tests directly, evaluations should ideally be carried out centrally, 
under the same conditions with the same specimens. As this is not always practical, 
a centralized database for diagnostic accuracy studies would be helpful so that 
efforts are not unnecessarily duplicated. Guidelines for performance testing exist 
only for a few IVD technologies, and harmonized methods for performance testing 
in reference and field settings should be further developed, including reporting 
according to STARD (Standards for Reporting Diagnostic accuracy studies) criteria 
[61-67].

Once diagnostic tests are developed, access to the market should be accelerated 
by streamlining diagnostic evaluations, and harmonization of the regulatory 
approval process. One example is the diagnostics which were tested and pre-
approved for emergency use by the WHO during the Ebola outbreak in West-Africa 
[37], in which seven diagnostics successfully underwent emergency assessment. In 
line with this, simplification and harmonization of the regulatory approval require 
urgent attention, so that newly created and innovative diagnostic tools can most 
effectively reach patients in need [68].

Last but not least, quality control and quality assurance in diagnostic laboratories 
in RCS are crucial to improve, so that quality problems with IVDs, as well as sub-
optimal use of the tests can be traced and addressed [25, 36]. All these steps are 
necessary in order to ensure that POC diagnostic tools can bring the maximum 
benefits to the populations that need them.
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